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Abstract—Cyber-threats are continually evolving and growing
in numbers and extreme complexities with the increasing con-
nectivity of the Internet of Things (IoT). Existing cyber-defense
tools seem not to deter the number of successful cyber-attacks
reported worldwide. If defense tools are not seldom, why does the
cyber-chase trend favor bad actors? Although cyber-defense tools
monitor and try to diffuse intrusion attempts, research shows
the required agility speed against evolving threats is way too
slow. One of the reasons is that many intrusion detection tools
focus on anomaly alerts’ accuracy, assuming that pre-observed
attacks and subsequent security patches are adequate. Well, that
is not the case. In fact, there is a need for techniques that go
beyond intrusion accuracy against specific vulnerabilities to the
prediction of cyber-defense performance for improved proactiv-
ity. This paper proposes a combination of cyber-attack projection
and cyber-defense agility estimation to dynamically but reliably
augur intrusion detection performance. Since cyber-security is
buffeted with many unknown parameters and rapidly changing
trends, we apply a machine learning (ML) based hidden markov
model (HMM) to predict intrusion detection agility. HMM is best
known for robust prediction of temporal relationships mid noise
and training brevity corroborating our high prediction accuracy
on three major open-source network intrusion detection systems,
namely Zeek, OSSEC, and Suricata. Specifically, we present a
novel approach for combined projection, prediction, and cyber-
visualization to enable precise agility analysis of cyber defense.
We also evaluate the performance of the developed approach
using numerical results.

Index Terms—attack projection, agility prediction, IoT predic-
tive analytics, cyber visualization

I. INTRODUCTION

THE Internet-of-Things (IoT), big data, artificial intelli-
gence, cloud computing, mobile devices, and social me-

dia have caused an unprecedented innovation explosion. This
increased uptake in hyperconnected systems has unfortunately
also attracted nefarious actors responsible for many adaptive
and persistent cyber-threats. Although the connection between
cyber-attacks and cyber-defense evolution differs, the com-
plexity and severity levels of cyber-attacks have higher aug-
mentation. New technology, protocol changes over time, and
discovery of vulnerabilities spur malicious actors while cyber-
defenders often respond reactively. These asymmetric actions
keep attackers one step ahead, labeled as the cyber-chase. The
rapid and dynamic development of persistent threats poses a
formidable challenge as attackers keep responding with more
dangerous attack methods [1]. Consequently, future technology
stands at a perilous change if the cyber-chase does not include
inexhaustible adaptation to the ever-evolving cyber-attacks.
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Although it is practically impossible to develop solutions
immune to all future threats, research highlights a measure
of cyber-defense deftness would significantly improve cyber-
defense evolution over time [2]–[5]. And while such a measure
would not be panacea, potential cyber-defense progress under
enhanced attacks can be accurately forecasted, rather than
single-use of stale static metrics (i.e., precision and recall) [6].
Apart from merely trying to out-guess attackers, static metrics
contribute to tractable analysis as shown by [7]. The resulting
underestimated true probability of future threats results in
a feigned sense of security. The prevalent go-to-option for
network defense described in survey [8] is network intrusion
detection systems (NIDS), whose performances are commonly
validated through some attack data.

However, in real-life scenario, cyber-attacks exponentially
evolve through big nefarious ecosystems, excoriating current
over-reliance on static NIDS metrics and sporadic reactive se-
curity patches. Would it be possible to understand NIDS agility
to future threats based on observed reactionary time to patch
new vulnerabilities and impeccably predict NIDS response
faced with evolved cyber-attacks? Whereas it is possible to i)
project attack steps [9], ii) understand an evolving adversarial
ultimate goal [10], and iii) predict when an intrusion will
happen i.e., intrusion prediction [2], such combined research
approaches are seldom.

Currently, most NIDS effort is importantly but inadequately
placed on improving risky activities’ detection speed. With
the recent introduction and research uptake in systematic
quantitative metrics to measure cyber-defense evolution pro-
posed in [11], focus on NIDS performance deftness tomorrow
can be explored. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a
combination of attack projection from a given attack dataset,
attack intention recognition, and attack prediction to create a
model predicting future NIDS unknown performance under
evolved attacks. Since we can never be precisely sure of the
attacker’s behavior in real-life scenarios, our machine learning
algorithm requires excellent ability to approximate unseen
unobservable states and transitions, with minimal dependency
on possessing complete information. Markov models are best
in such situations by allowing accurate prediction even if some
attack steps cannot be completely inferred [12].

HMM variants adds to this advantage by offering our
approach robust prediction of temporal relationships mid noise
and training brevity, to corroborate our high prediction accu-
racy on three major open-source network intrusion detection
systems, namely Zeek [13], OSSEC [14] and Suricata [15].
We conclude with a novel visualization model for enhanced
output comparison of the predicted cyber-agility since cyber
visualization offers a better depiction of security events. Fig 1
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shows an overview summary of our proposed model.
To understand the major concepts of our paper, the re-

maining portion is organized as follows. We compare related 
works concerned with cyber-agility prediction through ma-
chine learning-based threat prediction and NIDS evolution in 
Section II, then give background details enabling our novel 
proposal in Section III. We present our implementation in 
Section IV followed by the performance evaluation of our 
numerical results in Section V. Section VI gives an overview 
of the clear model output through an additional visual display 
module. Finally, we conclude in Section VII.

Figure 1: Overview of our proposed model.

II. RELATED WORK

The composite framework to guide agility decisions ex-
plained in [6] depicts cyber-agility as the dynamic balance
of speed and strength capabilities for guaranteed recovery of
critical digital services under-exploited vulnerabilities. Many
strategies that attempt to build cyber-hardened tools, as shown
in survey [4], capture the dynamics of adapting vulnerabilities
analysis and defense power estimation to minimize attack ef-
fects. Our paper’s concern is proposed markov model methods
that combine prediction of both threat severity and defense
power to investigate the dynamic evolution of cyber-security.

ML prediction and classification of attacks focusing on
intrusion detection at current time t, is not new. However, to
the best of our knowledge, with a minor exception of [16], we
are the first to estimate cyber-defense at future time t′′ based
on previous time t′, then calculate cyber-agility as a measure
of intrusion detection performance. The predictive defense
algorithm proposed by Colbaugh and Glass [16] is close to

our approach in that the authors predict defense algorithms
against current and future attacks by combining game theory
and ML. The model predicts cyber-attacks and extrapolates
cyber-defense evolution by modeling attempts to transform
data in the future as actionable attacks. However, Colbaugh
and Glass make a critical assumption of inevitable errors to
estimate optimal defense performance from tweaked defense
parameters instead of astutely incorporating real statistics from
actual NIDS output. Furthermore, working on a Spam/non-
Spam dataset, [16] proposed tweaking of defense parameters
assumes predictable attackers’ resources, which is not the case
in real-world scenarios. On the contrary, our proposed model
adopts real NIDS metrics for minimal supervised training to
assure error elimination.

Abraham and Nair [17] propose a predictive security ana-
lytics framework based on Markov models for exploitability
analysis. Through network security analysis, [17] objective
is achieved using intrinsic characteristics of vulnerabilities
provided by common vulnerability scoring system (CVSS).
Finally, they calculated a temporal exploitability score using
expected path length and probabilistic path metrics to pro-
pose improved decision-making and risk reduction. However,
these complete impact path values of an attack path certainty
lack factors in causal performance preconditions and post-
conditions. The causal knowledge is included in [18] where
strategies are deployed to correlate probabilities between two
hyper-alerts of known and unknown attack scenarios then
predict the next goal of the attacks. Two modes are applied:
an offline mode where low-level alert normalization causes
the aggregation of similar features and generates hyper-alerts.
An online mode where a Bayesian network episode tree is
constructed that learns critical multi-step attack episodes.

Prediction capabilities are also proposed by Xu et al. [19]
through a vine copula approach for modeling dependencies
between possible threats and devices successfully attacked.
Early-warning mechanism effectiveness is critically exam-
ined through a mixed vine copula model placed in a four-
dimensional time-series. Data from Center for Applied Internet
Data Analysis (CAIDA)’s network telescope is used to exam-
ine precluded cyber-attack numbers and victims due to early
warning. Using a markov decision process (MDP), [20] also
proposes prediction capabilities for optimal allocation of finite
cyber-defense assets during development and deployment of
a mission-critical system. An MDP with running-on and
running-off states is agile if it runs-on even after a successful
attack and moves to running-off for recovery purposes only.
Both [19] and [20] have no defense parameter factorization to
improve future intrusion detection.

A proactive approach to preventing malicious activities
before they happen based on NIDS detection output is pro-
posed in [21] using HMM with a prime interest multi-
step attacks. An experimental evaluation shows multi-step
attacks prediction using an alert severity modulation through
correlation. Based on the alert observation, the prediction
component attempts to predict a possible future problem, then
executes a set of network responses to prevent the growth of
multi-step attacks. On the other hand, Zhang et al. in [22],
[23], predict multi-step attacks using two different HMMs
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techniques. The Baum-welch algorithm is used to optimize the 
first H MM m odel, f ollowed b y t he s econd H MM deployed 
without a training and optimization phase. Zhang et al. test 
their proposed model using a multi-step attack dataset with 
results showing an effective decrease in false-positive alerts 
from the untrained HMM model. In [23], the authors offer 
an interesting gray-box method that predicts cyber-attack 1 or 
24 hours ahead using three separate datasets in three different 
periods. This doubled up approach is based on the time series 
theory (TST) for 1-hour prediction notice and extreme value 
theory (EVT) for a 24 hours prediction notice. Although high 
accuracy prediction accuracy is demonstrated, the authors note 
a significant l imitation o f t heir a pproach f rom t he honeypot 
dataset collected in their gray-box model.

Our paper picks from Mireles et al. [11] quantitative met-
rics that capture static metrics and produce dynamic system 
behavior for a formal understanding of evolutionary cyber 
strategies. The authors validate their proposed quantitative 
metrics through two real-world datasets on an open-source 
NIDS but without any ML training concept. The dataset and 
NIDS versions are only used to measure cyber-agility, while 
our paper includes ML to go beyond calculating numeric 
metrics and proactively predict defense performance.

III. BACKGROUND

A. Threat Prediction

Cyber-threat prediction has seen recent research prevalence.
Similar to how weather forecasts can help mitigate natural
hazards, cyber-forecast and inclusion can significantly improve
cyber-situations through accurate threat prediction. Existing
literature studies increase or decrease of cyber-attacks in dif-
ferent classifications like the use of Bayesian method [24], use
of a fractionally differenced autoregressive integrated moving
average (FARIMA) model under long-range dependent time
series data [25], extreme cyber-attack rates modeled using
of time series magnitudes and inter-arrival times [26], and
improved accuracy prediction through extreme time-series data
values in FARIMA+generalized auto regressive conditional
heterocedascity (GARCH) model [23]. An accurate forecast
can only be assured through much needed but not readily
available large cyber-datasets. Understanding we can never
have enough information about incognito adversarial activities;
predicting future threats based on past context can still result
in warped results. Nonetheless, a comparison of NIDS perfor-
mance deftness from predicted threats is a critical problem yet
to be extensively researched.

B. Threat Projection

The prediction problem in Section III-A is problematic
because it relies on threat projection. An examination of
prediction mid existing obstacles is done in retrospect, i.e.,
while attacks have or are taking place [9]. Threat prediction is
a subset of threat projection, i.e., predictions are projections,
but projections are not necessarily predictions. We can think
of it this way; a cyber-attack is a threat, but not all threats
materialize into actual cyber-attacks. While it is essential to
deduce cyber-attacks from an existing set of facts, threat

projection gives a more realistic view of the nefarious context
from unknown geographically dispersed resources [27]. Rec-
ognized as an addition to attack plan recognition, [28] was
the first to propose attack projection under an enhanced set of
requirements for network security.

Since then, traditional attack graphs have been used to
correlate security events and represent attack scenarios from
possible network vulnerabilities [29], [30]. Nevertheless, pro-
jecting an attacker’s complete capabilities is not feasible; thus,
our model assumes a previously successful exploit can contin-
ually compromise networked assets. This supports the realistic
inclusion of publicly available cyber-attack datasets to our
model, with the attack surface depending on networked assets
and running services. More recently, best probability answers
to dynamic attack behaviors have subsequently been produced
without relying on pre-defined attack plans from matched
patterns [24], [31]. However, due to the exponential growth
and damage from evolved cyber-attacks, it is not enough to
project or predict threats only for resource allocation. We find
a research gap in dynamic NIDS performance analysis from
a combination of projection and prediction applied to cyber-
agility.

C. Cyber Agility

Developing cybersecurity frameworks with periodic reactive
security patches to identify threats and protect networked
assets does not occlude the ever-evolving cyber-attacks. Same
as installing and updating a firewall is not enough to practically
stop every cyber-attack. Recognition of this dire need has
resulted in recent uptake on cyber agility as a part of cyber-
defense upgrade [11], [32], [33]. Cyber agility dynamically
facilitates timely and economic changes of underlying system
parameters to defend against unknown threats proactively.
Dynamic change of asymmetric system properties requires
satisfaction of conflicting threat projection and prediction
constraints. According to [11], the existing research gap of
including cyber-agility on NIDS models can largely be at-
tributed to difficulties in quantifying benefits versus the cost
of individual or combined agility parameters.

D. Cyber Visualization

Visualization has emerged as a promising technique to de-
mystify complex data, leveraging humans’ unique perceptual
capabilities. In a survey of cyber defense practitioners [34],
feedback indicated that security visualizations could support
analysis and communication of findings when inspecting large
volumes of data. Too frequently, however, cyber-defense solu-
tions lack capabilities required for security analysts’ accurate,
actionable insight with high speed [35]. Although attackers’
tactics frequently change, the cyber-visualization of predictive
analytics can efficiently interpret real-time network data for
fast and informed decisions. Thus, our paper adds this most
crucial method of simplifying the model output through a
visual module.
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E. Hidden Markov Model Preliminary

Static rather than dynamic metrics have long been used
as a measure of NIDS performance partly because it is not
completely possible to estimate all cyber-activities dynami-
cally on-the-fly, as nefarious actors’ states are directly visible
only when attacks are ongoing or afterward. HMM fits this
challenge as it is a statistical markov model with hidden states
that can be defined by parameters λ = θ(π, u, v), where π
is the prior probability, U is a transition matrix, and V is
an observation matrix. Assuming that current NIDS current
performance at time t is dependent only on the previous time
t′ performance, and NIDS performance at a future time t′′,
is dependent only on performance at t, HMM can predict λ
hidden state sequences accurately and estimate future NIDS
performance as demonstrated by [36]. Hence, given previous
NIDS static metrics denoted as N at time t′, and recent devel-
opment of formal specification for cyber-agility as described in
[5], we wish to predict future NIDS performanceN t′′ based on
our selected dataset, using the quantitative metrics described
in [37] as

P (N t′′|Y) =

∫
P
(
N t′|λ(U ,V)P (N t|θY)P (V |Y)dθdY

)
(1)

where Y represents observations in a dataset, e.g., NIDS
alerts. Therefore, while existing literature has siloed modeling
of adversarial behavior and cyber-agility application, our paper
addresses a research gap by offering a combined approach. As
summarized in Fig. 1, our model takes previous stand-alone
aspects of cyber-agility to propose a novel interconnected
approach.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

A. Attack Projection

Cyber-attacks exhibit both deterministic and considerably
more complicated stochastic patterns. The latter is prevalent
in real-world scenarios. Deterministic models provide a useful
approximation to handle stochastic patterns’ extreme values,
bursts, and temporal elements [38]. This has contributed to
many time-series based forecasting of cyber-attack count data
like the proposal in [39]. We also adopt a time-series approach
for our attack prediction, fitted to an open-source evolved
attack dataset with increased stochastic intensity over time.
This provides a complex challenge in the attack projection
training phase where attack intensity denoted as A, at a
selected time t, and projected attack intensity A(t+n), must
be consistent with observations in the attack dataset, for a
random period n, where 0 < t < t+ n.

To solve this problem, we note cyber-attacks tend to exploit
a disproportionately small set of vulnerabilities as demon-
strated by [40], thereby subjecting our attack projection to
include impact analysis. First, we assume all assets criticality
values are known by related security analysts and thus assign
an influence score S to all network assets depending on a
host’s subnet. A high level parent subnet e.g., a main router,
that could affect many child subnets, is tagged with a higher S

Table I: Summary of Key Notations

Notation Description

Y Attack dataset [Ø]
Y(q,r,s) Attack (type, agent, target node) respectively
C Attack time intervals [Ø]

P (C) predicted attack intensity [Ø]
N Defense time intervals [Ø]
P Normalized NIDS performance [0, 1]

P0
t NIDS success rate
P1
t NIDS failure rate
F NIDS R performance over time
T Max time interval
t′ Previous time interval
t Current time
t′′ Future time interval
L NIDS evolution lagtime
I impact score [Ø]
S predefined influence score
⊆ NIDS evolution threshold
XNt NIDS R agility at a given time
M NIDS R agility [Ø]

P (Mt) Predicted NIDS R agility

value. Then we calculate an attack impact score with respect
to any observed attacks, on a network node s, running services
z, recorded in a set I = {Is1 , Is2 , ..., Isn} as

Isn =
∑
z∈sn

S(z, s).αz

S(z, s)
(2)

where S is a predefined influence score as described in
section III-B, and n is the nth network node.

Having calculated the impact score of attacks in
our dataset, we consider a set of cyber-attacks Y =

{Y(q,r,s)
t1 ,Y(q,r,s)

t2 , ...,Y(q,r,s)
tn } over a time horizon, where q is

attack type and r is the nefarious agent, and s is the targeted
network node. The goal is to obtain maximum attack intensity
likelihood model parameters on (1) through

Atn(θ, Isn) = P (Ytn | θ, Isn) (3)

to give the projected attack Ct in a set of attack time intervals
C = {C0, C1, C2..., Ct} at time t and some random noise ω as

Ct = f(Atn) + ωt (4)

B. Model for Cyber-Agility

We refer to two recent works on the use statistical methods
in cyber-agility [6], [11] to formulate our problem on cyber-
attack evolution Ct ∈ [0, CT ] where T is max time in a finite
experiment setup. The NIDS evolution is Nt ∈ [0,NT ] where
Nt is set of defense time intervals N = {N0,N1,N2...,Nt}.
NIDS performance at time Nt = Nt+1 implies no security
patch or new version was applied between time {Nt : Nt+1}.
Subsequently, P0

t {Nt : Ct} represents the NIDS performance
success rate i.e., true positive (TPR) or P1

t {Nt : Ct} failure
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t=1

i.e., false negative (FNR), against attack Ct. Typically, lower 
values from the ranges in metrics p ∈ P normalized to [0, 1] 
is desired i.e., high NIDS performance.

To check cyber agility of a particular NIDS, we consider 
high performance∑T 

under evolved cyber-attacks e.g., lower 
values ∀P in Pt0{Nt : Ct} or (1 − Pt0) for false
positives(FP). We define time taken by a cyber-attack to evolve
as initial time t′ and future time t′′, measured at time t such
that t′ < t < t′′. The NIDS performance over a time horizon
is in a set F = {F0,F1, ...Ft} derived from

Ft =

{
P0
t {Nt : Ct}, if p ∈ P = 0

P1
t {Nt : Ct}, otherwise

(5)

where {Nt′ : Ct′} < {Nt′′ : Ct′′}. With evolved attacks,
security professionals will always react to patch any new
vulnerabilities discovered but the rule of thumb shows re-
sponses lag in time. We denote this lag time as Lt, which
measures time before the NIDS is patched or evolved to
address decreased performance. Hence, metric p ∈ P of
interest, we define a threshold θ where 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 represent
an acceptable defense evolution considering minimum λ as

LNt
= min {λ : Ft (Ct−λ, p) ≥ θ} ,

λ = {0, 1, 2, .....T}, t ≤ λ (6)

for λ = 0, 1, 2, ...., T and t ≥ λ if such λ exists. LNt
= 0

means there is no lag time in NIDS evolution response
i.e., even zero day threats are handled which might not be
practical. Hence, rather than demand immediate acceptable
NIDS evolution, we can accept the average NIDS agility as

XNt
=

1

(T − λ) + 1

T∑
t=λ

(LNt (Ct−λ, p) ≥ θ) (7)

C. Cyber-Agility Prediction

The unpredictable nature of cyber-attacks evolution would
makes it difficult to conduct supervised learning with unavail-
able reference to the next attack. Based on this assumption,
we focus on getting the right balance between exploring future
threats and using existing knowledge for ML-based process.
HMM is a powerful modeling technique when an autonomous
system states are partially observable. The traditional markov
model (MM) is limited to full or single observation symbols,
while HMM utilizes self-contained structures to solve a subset
of problems efficiently. We store observed NIDS agility in a
set M = {XN t

1
,XN t

2
...,XN t

T
}.

With this in mind, our cyber-agility prediction is categorized
as a memory-less stochastic process in which future NIDS
performance does not depend on steps that lead up to the
present state i.e., the markov property. Rather, only knowledge
of observed NIDS performance is used to determine a future
state’s probability distribution. This particular assumption cov-
ered the reality that NIDS performance cannot be predicted

Figure 2: Summarized Agility Model.

with complete certainty based on observed metrics. If we let
M = (Mt)t≥0 then

P

(
Mt = it | Mt1 = it1 ,Mt2 = it2 ...,Mt(n−1)

=

i(t−1)

)
= P

(
Mt = it | M(t−1) = i(t−1)

) (8)

where ∀i1, ..., in ∈ T and any sequence 0 ≤ t1 < t2 <
... < tn. As summarized in Fig 2, our cyber-agility model
is achieved through an input combination of cyber-attacks
Ct produced continually through the projection explained in
Section 4, together with timely released NIDS security patches
summarized in Table II. These inputs are examined mid hidden
states through HMM on NIDS performance Ft and statics
NIDS performance metrics depending on if the cyber-attacks
are i) successfully detected, i.e., true negatives (TN), ii) false
negative (FN) from missed detection of intrusive behavior,
iii) incorrectly classifying benign behavior as an attack, i.e.,
false positives (FP), and lastly iv) correctly predicting benign
activities, i.e., true positive (TP), is placed in a confusion
matrix with transition probabilities Mxy between each state
as

Mxy =

[
MTN

t1,1 MFN
t1,x

MTP
ty,1

MFP
tx,y

]
(9)

where
∑T
x=1,Mxy = 1, for all x,= 1, and ti is the nth

time interval item in set M. The conditional probability does
not depend on current observation time t′ of the observations,
so that

P

(
M(t+k) = y | Mk = x

)
= P

(
Mt = y | M0 = x

)
,

where k ≥ 0
(10)
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The fact that time t is continuous means the NIDS perfor-
mance can move between states at any time, not just at integer 
times. Hence the transition probability is

P (Mxy
t ) = P (M(t+k) = y | Ms = x),

where t, k ≥ 0
(11)

We show Chapman-Kolmogorov equations [41] holds for
P (Mxy

t ) as

P (Mxy
t+k) = (Pt)(Pk) ⇐⇒ P (Mxy

t+k) =
∑
j∈k

(P xjt )(P jyk )

(12)

Proof:.

P (Mxy
t+k)

= P (M(t+k) = y | M0 = x)

=
∑
j

P (M(t+k) = y | Mk = j,M0 = x)

P (Mk = j | M0 = x)

= P (M(t+k) = y)P (Mk = j | M0 = x)

=
∑
j

(P xjt )(P jyk )

D. HMM Training

When states are hidden and we are not sure of the true
values of (3) from predicted attack Ct or (9) ofMxy

t+k, the best
alternative is to estimate our “best guess” for what Atn(θ, Isn)
andMxy , then repeat update on parameters until convergence.
In order to compute the most probable sequence of hidden
states Atn(θ, Isn) and Mxy based on dataset Y , we will use
the Viterbi algorithm as summarized in pseudo-code Algo-
rithm 1, that provides a satisfactory bit error rate performance,
high speed operation and ease of implementation [42]. We
propagate the Viterbi algorithm backward pass recursively to
find the most likely sequence between t′ and t as

δt(U) , max
{An1

,Mxy
n1
},..,{An−1,Mxy

n−1}
P{A1:t−1,Mxy

1:t−1}

, {At = U | C1:t,Mxy
t = U | N1:t}

(13)

The most probable path leading from t to t′ is given as

δt(U) , max
1≤t′≤T

δt−1(t′){MxyVNt′ (U),AtCv(u)} (14)

One advantage over the Viterbi algorithm is we can avoid
underflow since log max = max log through

log δt(u) , max
t′′

log δt−1(t′′) + {logMxy

+ logVNt′ , logAt + logVCt′
(15)

Algorithm 1 HMM training for attack prediction

Require: Y , T , C,U ,V, π
1: Initialize: δ1 = π � C(YU1), α1

2: for t 1,T do
3: for i← 1,Yn do
4: [αit, δ

i
t] = max (log δ

(:)
(t−1) + log Ci) + logViYt

5: J ∗T = arg max(δT )
6: for t Tn−1,1 do
7: J ∗T = αt+1J ∗t+1;

return (J ∗1:T )

Algorithm 2 HMM training for agility prediction

Require: F , T ,P ,Mxy ,N ,π
1: Initialize: δ1 = π � P(FMxy ), α1

2: for t 1,T do
3: for i← 1,Yn do
4: [αit, δ

i
t] = max (log δ

(:)
(t−1) + logPi) + logN i

Ft

5: K∗T = arg max(δT )
6: for t Tn−1,1 do
7: K∗T = αt+1K∗t+1

return (K∗1:T )

E. Prediction Accuracy

In this section, the probability and frequency of both future
threat occurrence and future NIDS average performance are
estimated, using the transition matrix created and the initial
probability vector described in section IV-B. The attack dataset
and NIDS performance metrics give the deterministic model
parameters needed for our agility HMM training in Algorithm
2, making it possible to predict agility as shown in Algorithm
3 corresponding to the observations in dataset Y and F . That
means, the NIDS performance observed at a time t, should be
same as predicted NIDS performance during training. From
the results, we will be able to calculate accuracy through:

F. Selected NIDS

In this section, we describe the defense tools applied to
ascertain our proposed model. The selection criteria depend
on NIDS evolution in terms of patches or different release
versions. As we reviewed existing research NIDS models and
keen to ensure replicability of our model, we selected open-
source NIDS tools analyzed and compared in survey [43]. The
NIDS tools publish long-term support (LTS) release version
≈ every year, e.g., 3.0.0, and feature release, e.g., 3.1.0 ≈
within a particular year. For the sake of relevancy and based
on what is available online, we select the first and last release
in a year for four years, as summarized in Table II.

1) Zeek [13]: formerly known as Bro, is a UNIX based
NIDS that passively monitors network traffic by parsing and
executing event-oriented analysis for known malicious pat-
terns.

2) OSSEC [14]: compares specified rules or signatures
against analyzed event logs from a group of agents, e.g., log
data points, and responds through multiple mechanisms like
third party support portals or self-healing firewall policies.
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Algorithm 3 Cyber-attacks and cyber-agility prediction

Require: C,F ,N , Mxy ,T ,Y ,θ
1: Initialize: Algorithm {1 & 2}, Penalty λ = .001
2: C, P (Mxy) Ø
3: for t ∈ T do
4: for each datapoint ∈ Yt do
5: Compute Ist(Solve(2))by forward/
6: backward propagation
7: Compute At(Solve(3))
8: Update θ using λ
9: Ct Predicted value

10: for each datapoint ∈ Ft do
11: Compute LNt

(Solve(5))by forward/
12: backward propagation
13: Compute XNt

(Solve(7))
14: Update θ using λ
15: P (Mxy

t )← Predicted value
16: return (C1:T : P (Mxy

1:T ))

3) Suricata [15]: developed by the Open Information Se-
curity Foundation in December 2009, Suricata is designed to
use rules from different resources and functionality such as
Snort VRT, Snort logging, rule language options, and IPv6.

G. Attack Dataset

Existing research is having a significant challenge in finding
comprehensive and valid datasets to test and evaluate proposed
techniques. In order to continue placing high relevance to
our model, we required an attack dataset that is not some-
how obsolete and but relevant to present-day attacks with
a reasonable time collection period. We selected the most
recent and publicly available cyber-attack datasets Kent2015
[44], presented in survey [45]. Compared to other datasets
collection period of ≈ 14 days or less, Kent was collected at
Los Alamos National Laboratory network for 58 days and has
over 130 million flows of unidirectional flow-based network
traffic with several host-based log files. Kent’s ≈ 12GB five
data elements compressed dataset, contains 1, 648, 275, 307
total events for 12, 425 users, 17, 684 computers, and 62, 974
processes. The collection duration and number of attacks
represent a reasonable attack evolution for our paper.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section describes i) the selected NIDS used for research
cyber-agility, ii) the selected dataset to train our cyber-threats
projection and prediction model, iii) experiment setup, and
iii) discussions of evaluation metrics for empirical studies.
We introduce parameter settings of our model and show the
resulting baseline method for our accuracy evaluation.

A. Experiment

To evaluate our proposed model, we implement our exper-
iment’s main components on four MS Windows server 2016
Intel(R) Xeon CPU E5 − 2676 v3 a©2.40GHz with 12GB
RAM. We set up a virtual network topology of 360 different

virtual computing devices sub-divided into 14 subnets. At least
50% of the devices are virtual computer nodes running a
balanced mix of MS Windows v10 and Ubuntu v20.04. During
the training period, we run as-is a section of cyber-attacks in
the selected attack dataset from t = 1 to an arbitrary time t+n.
We match the attacks to different release versions of selected
NIDS and collect statics metrics through intrusion alerts. After
recording the training results, we run a full simulation of the
attack dataset from a period t+n to max experiment time T ,
where 1 ≤ t+ n ≤ T , and obtain prediction.

As shown in Fig 4, our threat prediction score was on
average consistent with observations in the attack dataset apart
from the start of the experiment where threshold θ has not
been adjusted based on λ. However, our primary goal is to
achieve a similar or higher prediction score on NIDS agility.
We perform the same process on the simulated nodes by
running the attack dataset threats up to a randomly selected
time against different release versions of the NIDS discussed
in section IV-F. We further compare predicted metrics versus
expected output under the consideration that an attack day
represents 25 NIDS evolution days. This is because the release
versions of our selected NIDS span a total of 1461 days, i.e.,
4 years, and our attack dataset spans 58 days.

Figure 4: Actual vs Predicted Threats

To analyze our model performance, we consider both accu-
racy and F1 score based on TP, FP, TN, and FN since accuracy
would simply consider the number of correct predictions over
total observations in the dataset. Accuracy, therefore, would
not consider that different cyber-systems have differing FP
and FN costs. F1 gives us a harmonic mean of our model’s
precision and recall. We obtain the F1 score from

Fβ =
TP.

(
1 + β2

)
TP. (1 + β2) + FN.β2 + FP

(16)

where β = 1 and obtain accuracy score from

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(17)

Fig 3 shows our model achieves a high prediction accuracy
on all selected NIDS with each NIDS performance graph
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Table II: Selected NIDS Feature Version and Release Date

NIDS Year First Version Release Date(t′) Last Version Release Date(t′′)

Zeek [13]

2017 v2.5.1-beta June,07 v2.5.2 October,16
2018 v2.5.3 February,14 v2.6-beta3 November,15
2019 v2.6.0 July,08 v3.0.1 December,10
2020 v3.1.0-rcI February,10 v3.1.4 June,19

OSSEC [14]

2017 v2.9.0 February,09 v2.9.3 December,23
2018 v2.9.4 June,20 v3.1.0 October,12
2019 v3.2.0 February,05 v3.5.0 November,18
2020 v3.6.0 February,14 v3.6.0-update July,17

Suricata [15]

2017 v3.2.2 June,07 v4.0.3 December,08
2018 v4.0.4 February,14 v4.1.2 December,21
2019 v4.0.7 March,07 v4.1.4 October,21
2020 v4.1.6 February,13 v5.0.3 April,28

(a) Zeek’s Accuracy Score (b) Zeek’s Fβ Score (c) Zeek’s Agility Beyond Attack Dataset

(d) OSSEC’s Accuracy Score (e) OSSEC’s Fβ Score (f) OSSEC’s Agility Beyond Attack Dataset

(g) Suricata’s Accuracy Score (h) Suricata’s Fβ Score (i) Suricata’s Agility Beyond Attack Dataset

Figure 3: NIDS performance on a 9 week attack dataset and further 12 months agility prediction against release versions from
2017 to 2020.
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represented separately for a clear depiction of the predicted 
values. The best accuracy prediction is achieved on Suricata, 
partly attributed to the almost constant software upgrade and 
patch time, compared to the other selected NIDS. The worst 
performance recorded is on OSSEC and can partially be 
attributed to minimal major release versions. The experiment 
gets to an end with only a minor update applied for OSSEC. 
The highest performing NIDS is Suricata, as shown in Fig 3i, 
whereby, assuming all experiment constraints and assumptions 
hold for 1 year, i.e., continue patching of new vulnerabilities 
at the same rate, Suricata’s agility remains on high levels.

VI. VISUALIZATION

Big network data has made security analysts face the “Nee-
dle in a Haystack” problem when analyzing cyber-security 
events. Thus, cyber-visualization has become an essential aid 
in mediating interactions of different points of view for the 
same data [46]. This paper includes an exploratory proof-of-
concept prototype developed as a web service that queries 
required data from virtual nodes setup and pre-defined text 
files t o s end d efined ou tput to  a vi sual di splay mo dule. The 
front-end is developed through a combination of JavaScript 
and C# published as a WebGL project from new Unity 
software Entity Component System (ECS) [47] with a sample 
view shown in Fig 5.

We first develop a  dashboard t o summarize t he experiment 
setup depending on the users’ environment. The number of 
network devices under analysis is given in the first dashboard 
bar; the NIDS versions selected, a summary of attack dataset 
period, and network subnets. For our case, these summaries are 
360 devices, NIDS version 2017-2020, Kent2015 dataset for 
58days, and 14 subnets, respectively. Additionally, A search 
from the standard search bar marked by (s), can be done to 
show the exact details of the NIDS versions selected. The other 
respective marked columns are summarized below.

1) Select NIDS: allows upload of NIDS version events
similar to the format in Table II and specifications of
what a particular patch release was meant to handle.

2) Attack dataset: once the NIDS versions upload is done,
next is to upload an attack dataset with the same format
and correlation as our attack dataset described in Section
IV-G.

3) Network simulation: randomly selects the main operating
systems and possible running services in nodes depending
on the total number of nodes selected. Such parameters
can be customized to fit the exact required network
model, including device types and network subnets. Af-
ter the network simulation is complete, the dashboard
marked as (db) will appear to summarize information
about the network model. A node’s state depending on
total running services under simulated cyber-attack is
denoted with color red to mean severe services affected,
yellow to show services project to fall victim next to
the cyber-attack and green to show services currently
unaffected.

4) HMM training: performs our proposed threat projection
and cyber-agility prediction while the center display

marked (cd), shows top affected nodes and subnets, since
it would not be practical to display all nodes including
healthy nodes especially as expected, total network nodes
could run in thousands.

5) Reports: produces Fig 3 based on the results obtained.
6) Scroll bar: assists in scrolling between prediction months

with a maximum of 12 months.

VII. CONCLUSION

Networked systems have frequently included vast attack
surfaces from inherent vulnerabilities, leading to a colossal
incursion of sophisticated cyber-attacks from a well entangled
nefarious ecosystem. In an effort to diffuse this exponential
growth in number and complexity of cyber-threats, predictive
analytics has been applied to threat forecasting in place of
traditional reactive cyber-defense mechanisms. On the one
hand, predictive analysis has proven successful in predicting
the time and quantity of attacks while network intrusion
detection systems bolster secure network perimeters. If it is
possible to forecast cyber-threats based on time-series events
correctly and effectively assign cyber-defense resources as
needed, why does the cyber-chase continues to favor cyber-
attackers? A gap exists in the holistic estimation of network
defense tools’ performance under an uncertain or hidden state
of future threats.

In this paper, an HMM-based machine learning algorithm,
best known for robust prediction of temporal relationships mid
noise and training brevity, is used to address the identified
research gap through a novel combination of cyber-threat
projection and cyber-agility prediction. In order to make our
research modern and relevant, our experiment applies a recent
publicly available cyber-attack dataset to 3 open-source NIDS,
namely Zeek, OSSEC, and Suricata, and demonstrates high
prediction accuracy for a future period. Research on cyber-
defense can apply our framework to different datasets and
proposed models to draw more insights on the much-needed
cyber-agility analysis. Our experiment can also be replicated
for planned pre-defined security patch release dates instead of
patches released that onlyreact to exploited vulnerabilities.

Our future works is based on the understanding that any
prediction mechanism is as good as the training dataset. To
check our models’ validity, HMM is applied to a selected
dataset with a basic assessment of numerically quantified
details but scanty awareness of exposed attack surface. Thus,
our assumption is limited to vulnerabilities remaining constant
and only change based on previous successful attacks or NIDS
version. Our future works shall include greater collaboration
on attack datasets collated for more comprehensive dynamic
cyber-threats attack surfaces under extended periods and ex-
tensive cyber-attack surface definition.
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Figure 5: Visualization Overview.
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